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DESCRIPTION 

 

Requirements placed upon employers by various governmental organizations cause payroll 

to be one of the more complex accounting functions. Federal requirements are fairly 

straightforward; however, the large number of states, counties, cities, and municipalities 

that also have requirements complicates the function. 

 

This document provides information about how to use the Additional Tax Code feature to 

automate various state tax calculation and reporting requirements. 

 

SOLUTION 

 

Set Up Additional Tax Codes  

 

The PR Module Setup ► State tab ► Additional Tax Code Setup area provides the 

ability to set up a maximum of three additional state tax codes that apply to employee 

records (see Figure 1). Perform the following procedures to set up additional state tax 

codes:  

 

1. Access the PR Module Setup function.  

 

2. Go to the State tab; then, select the state for which you want to set up additional tax 

codes.  

 

3. Enter up to three (3) tax codes in the Additional Tax Code Setup area by performing 

the following:  

 

a) Enter a value in the Tax Code column that represents the additional tax required by 

the chosen state.  

 



b) Enter a tax description in the Description column. 

  

c) Enter the appropriate percentages in the Employer and Employee columns if the 

code represents a tax for which both the employer and employees are responsible. If 

the tax code applies to the employees or employer only; then, only the applicable 

column or field must have the tax rate.  

 

Note: AccountMate automatically calculates the employer contribution for the state 

unemployment insurance and the employee withholding for the state disability 

insurance. If the state requires that a portion of the employees’ salary be withheld 

for state unemployment insurance or that the employer must contribute a certain 

amount for the state disability insurance; then, a tax rate must be entered only in 

the applicable column or field.  

 

d) Enter in the Maximum Wages column the employee wage ceiling for which 

AccountMate will calculate the additional tax. Tax will cease to be calculated for the 

portion of the employee’s wage that exceeds the amount you enter in this column.  

 

 

 

Figure 1. PR Module Setup ► State ► Additional Tax Code Setup 

 

 

Configure Employee Record to be Exempt from Additional State Taxes  

 

In AccountMate 9 for SQL, Express, and LAN the additional state tax codes you set up in the 

PR Module Setup ► State tab ► Additional Tax Code Setup area apply to all employee 

records. Starting in AccountMate 10.1 for SQL, Express, and LAN; you have an option to 



configure an employee record to be exempt from the additional state taxes. If a certain 

employee's earnings are exempt from the additional state income tax withholding, be sure 

to unmark the Apply Additional State Tax checkbox in the Employee Maintenance ► 

W-4 Info ► State area (see Figure 2). To do this, perform these steps:  

 

1. Access the Employee Maintenance function.  

 

2. Enter the number of the employee whose earnings are exempt from the additional state 

income tax withholding. 

 

3. Go to the W-4 Info tab. In the State area be sure that the correct Tax State is chosen; 

then, unmark the Apply Additional State Tax checkbox.  

 

 

 

 Figure 2. Employee Maintenance ► W-4 Info ► State area  

 

AccountMate Payroll is designed to meet a wide variety of state taxation requirements. 

Understanding how the module handles each of these requirements helps ensure that state 

statutes are correctly followed. 
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